Signature III

O RDERI N G I N F O RMATI O N

c e r a m i c s

New Signature III
Ceramics Offer:
Self-confidence for you and your patients. Signature
III ceramic brackets give patients the look they want
with the functionality you need: Aesthetically pleasing
with consistent and reliable bonding/debonding
performance.

Signature III

specifically where the corners of the arch slot floor
meet the arch slot walls of the bracket. Signature
III eliminates these stress points by rounding the
junctions where the arch slot walls meet the arch
slot floor, resulting in a continuous curve. This
innovation drastically reduces bracket fracture,
as arch wire forces are more evenly distributed
throughout the body of the bracket.
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Signature III represents an excellent alternative to
metal brackets.

NEw dovetail base

low underwing ligation notches
for easy ligation

Easy bonding and debonding. Signature III’s base
Improved bonding and debonding: Through extensive
bond testing research, Signature III, achieves
consistent bond strength plus reliable debonding with
the same adhesives used for metal brackets.

0°

ink colored identification
for easy bonding

has a patented dovetail design that enhances bond
strength while allowing it to debond easily. Each

horizontal undercuts to capture adhesive. This
results in dependable mechanical bond retention

dynamic performance
arch wires. No matter which arch wire you use,

Signature III’s arch slots have a unique design

polychristalline alumina contruction assures

for strength and consistency. Most ceramic

maximum tie wing strength that resists fractures.
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for level arch slot
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Second Bicuspid

which results in maximum control.

The underwing ligation notches are low for holding
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Signature III properly places the center of force

unique arch
slot design
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throughout treatment as well as reliable debonding.

that is quick and clean.
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0°	R/L	

Cuspid

smooth, rounded
surfaces for
patient comfort

chemical and light cure bonding systems.

equally well with round, rectangular and square
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pockets, so a sturdy, mechanical bond can form.

secure, with predictable debonding performance
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the adhesive a large surface area—free of air

Signature III’s unique, low friction arch slot works

M andibular B rackets 		
Central/Lateral

base matches various tooth shapes. This gives

These features make Signature III’s placement very
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This winning combination gives the ability to use all
New patented dovetail base design has generous
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arch wires securely in place, and Signature III's

dovetail base for reliable
mechanical retention
throughout treatment and
reliable debonding

brackets are inclined to fracture along the inside –

kits		
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6 brackets
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3-3U - hook on cuspid
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20 brackets

1

.018 Arch Slot

3-3U / 3-3L - without hook
hook on cuspid
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